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Abstract—A mixed-signal approach for “real-time”, fully controlled, load-pull parameters sweeps is presented. The proposed approach per-
mits high-speed sweeping of any combination of parameters, e.g. input power and fundamental and/or harmonic source or load termination, 
enabling at the same time full control of all other source and load terminations provided to the device-under-test. Using this method, a very 
efficient tool is created for high-speed large-signal device characterization, which can mimic realistic circuit conditions not only for single-
tone signals, but also for wide-band complex modulated signals. The capabilities of the realized system are demonstrated by characterizing 
a NXP Gen 6 LDMOS device.
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I. Introduction 

Traditional load-pull measurement techniques are 
considered to be an essential tool in the large-signal 
characterization of high-frequency devices, since they 
facilitate direct determination of the optimal loading 
conditions of the device under test (DUT), for any 
give large-signal quantity (e.g. gain, output power (PL) 
or power added efficiency (PAE)). Nevertheless, both 
passive and active techniques are highly demanding 
in terms of measurement time, especially when it is 
desired to monitor and control multiple parameters 
simultaneously, such as fundamental and harmonic 
terminations, at multiple input power levels. This is 
usually reflected in extremely long measurement times 
and slows down the PA design/optimization process.  

Recently, several works have been reported in literature 
proposing “real-time” load-pull solutions by synthesizing 
load reflection conditions through analogue modulation 
techniques [1]-[3]. Although very good results have been 
achieved with these techniques, their analogue nature 
still imposes limitations on how many parameters, and 
how well these parameters (including the non swept 
ones) can be controlled for their value and/or sweeping 
range.  

In this paper we present a simple mixed-signal approach 
that enables fully-controlled, multi-dimensional 
parameters sweeps, while being able to control all other 

non-swept parameters to their user defined values. 
To the authors’ knowledge, this feature facilitates for 
the first time “real-time” device characterization over 
any arbitrary multi-dimensional parameters sweep. 
For example, device characterization with swept input 
power and arbitrarily swept fundamental loading, while 
simultaneously controlling all other (fundamental and 
2nd harmonic) source and loading conditions to their 
user defined values, is made possible. It is obvious that 
such functionalities result in an extremely fast large-
signal device characterization tool that can dramatically 
speed up the PA design process.

II. System Description
A simplified block diagram of the realized open-loop 
active harmonic load-pull setup is shown in Figure 1. 
The system, which is originally developed to handle 
wideband complex-modulated signals [4], makes use 
of wideband analogue-to-digital converters and mixer-
based down-conversion. Thanks to this architecture, it 
can measure in one single acquisition, the reflection 
coefficients of the DUT over a wide frequency band, 
around the fundamental and harmonic frequencies. Fur-
thermore, the fundamental and harmonics source and 
loading conditions offered to the DUT are synthesized 
by injection of complex modulated signals, which are 
generated by base-band arbitrary-waveform-generators 
(AWGs) and up-converted using in-phase/quadrature 
(IQ) modulators.  

In this work the system capability to coherently synthe-
size any arbitrary signal at the fundamentals, as well 
as at the harmonics, is used to generate multiple input 
power levels and source and load conditions in one 
single-shot measurement, as explained in detail in the 
following section. 
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III. Load and Source Terminations 
Generation and Measurement
In an open-loop active load-pull system, a signal with 
controlled phase and amplitude is injected to present 
to the DUT a synthetic, user specified, reflection 
coefficient. Since in our fully coherent system it is 
possible to generate any arbitrary signal, we can 
define the waveforms to be injected into the DUT, 
at the fundamental and harmonics frequencies, such 
that they contain multiple sinusoidal time-segments 
with different amplitude and phase information. This 
approach allows the generation of any arbitrary chosen 
succession of synthesized load and source terminations, 
both at fundamental and harmonic frequencies. Also 
the test signal driving the DUT is generated in the same 
way with multiple wave segments, in order to provide 
the DUT with different power levels. Figure 2 shows 
an example of a time-segmented RF wave, where four 
different loads are presented to the DUT at two different 
power levels.

 The whole injected and device-reflected time-domain 
waveforms are then acquired, while the different time-
segments are processed separately. In this way it is 
possible to measure the whole generated set of loading 
conditions, and all the device large-signal parameters of 
interest relative to each time segment, in a single shot.  

The major advantage of this method is that multidimens-
ional parameters sweeps can be executed within a single 

measurement, while the coherency of the system and the 
measurement software allow tracking the info embedded 
in each wave segment. This approach completely 
eliminates the overhead of instruments settling times, 
which in general dominates the total measurement time 
in conventional load-pull setups, while providing a 
more sophisticated control than what is possible with 
analogue load modulation methods.  

Figure 2. Time-segmented RF waves for multiple input 
power (upper plot) and load termination control (lower plot). 
In this example 4 different loads over a range of 2 power 
levels are presented to the DUT.

Figure 1. Simplified schematic of the phase coherent mixed-signal active load-pull setup.
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Although a single measurement execution of such a 
parameters sweep takes only a fraction of a second, 
practical situations quite often require accurately 
controlled power and loading conditions, which in 
an open-loop system can only be achieved through 
successive iterations. In view of this, the coherent 
mixed-signal IQ generation in our system allows now 
to optimize the individual time-segments of the IQ 
waveforms independently, offering full control of the 
applied loading and power conditions. Note that, for 
example, this feature can be used to target any given 
area on the Smith plane, while at the same time support 
sweeping of the input power. These “real-time” multi-
dimensional parameter sweeps are at least two orders of 
magnitude faster than a conventional approach using the 
measurement of only one signal condition at the time to 
construct a parameter sweep. 

The total number of different measurement points is only 
limited by the size of the AWGs memory, and it is higher 
than 40000 points with the current system configuration. 

The DC voltage and current waveforms needed for 
power efficiency calculation are also measured for each 
time-segment, using the same A/D converters as for 
the reflection coefficient measurements. In particular 
the current is sensed over an external resistor inserted 
in the ground path from the DUT just before the bias-
tee. This requires a simple additional calibration step 
to accurately pre-characterize the sense resistor, as 
described in [5]. 

IV. Measurement Examples and Results
To demonstrate the functionality of the realized setup, 
we have measured a NXP Gen 6 LDMOS device with 
a gate width of 1.8 mm. In our experiments the device 
has been biased with a drain current ID of 13 mA and 
a drain voltage VDS of 28 V, while the fundamental fre-
quency of the RF stimulus is 2.14 GHz.

A first measurement example is given in Figure 3, which 
shows the capability of the system to obtain, with excel-
lent precision, any arbitrary source and load impedance 
state at the fundamental and harmonic frequencies. In 
this example the fundamental load termination pro-
vided to the DUT is swept covering a circle centered at 
GL = 0.5 40° with a radius of 0.3, the source funda-
mental is kept constant at the value GS = j0.5, while the 
2nd harmonic source and load terminations are kept 
constant to an open circuit condition. 

The ability to select any arbitrary range of reflection co-
efficients is particularly useful when it is desired to only 

characterize selected areas of the device source or load 
terminations in the Smith chart, e.g. when one wants 
to avoid regions where the device behaves potentially 
instable, or loading conditions that can yield device 
failure (voltage or thermal breakdown), something that 
is far from trivial when using analogue load modulation 
methods. An example is given in Figure 4, showing the 
constant PAE contours for a given PAVS as measured with 
the proposed technique.  

Here first the output stability circle was obtained from 
the (previously measured) device small-signal S-param-
eters [6], then only the stable region was addressed in 
the actual measurement by a fundamental load sweep at 
various (much higher) power levels. In this measurement 
the output power of the device has been obtained for 90 
different load terminations, keeping GS fixed to the previ-
ously specified value, while at the same time sweeping 
the source and load harmonic terminations between 
open and short conditions, and the power available from 
the source from 1 to 16 dBm. 

Note that given the importance of the second harmonic 
source and load terminations control in PAs design, 
which has been addressed several times in literature 
[7]-[8], the capability of the presented system to simulta-
neously sweep the 2nd harmonic impedances presented 
to the DUT can prove to be very useful when investigat-
ing the optimal device terminations for high effieciency /  
high linearity operation.

The constant PAE contours plotted in Figure 4 show 
that the highest PAE values are obtained with the 2nd 
harmonic load impedance set to an open and the 2nd 
harmonic source impedance set to a short. 

Figure 3.  Load-pull example with controlled source and 
harmonic terminations. The user-specified targets for the 
reflection coefficients are represented with squares, while 
the actual measured ones are depicted with a cross. (a) load 
plane (b) source plane. 
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For this latter case, the measured PAE as a function 
of PL and the measured transducer power gain (GT) 
as a function of PAVS, are plotted for all the different 

fundamental loading conditions, in Figure 5 and 
Figure 6 respectively.  

Figure 5. PAE as function of PL for the LDMOS device, with 
same fundamental and harmonics terminations as above. 

Figure 4. Load-pull constant PAE contours for a NXP Gen 6 LDMOS device (PAVS=14 dBm). In this measurement the power 
available from the source is swept from 1 to 16 dBm for 90 different load terminations, the source fundamental termination is 
set to GS = j0.5, while load and source 2nd harmonic terminations are swept to (a) open - short (b) open - open (c) short - open 
(d) short - short using the proposed technique. Note that the instable area for the DUT is avoided directly during the measure-
ment (no measurement points taken in the potentially instable region).

Figure 6. GT as function of PAVS (swept between 1 and 
16 dBm) for all measured load points, with same funda-
mental and harmonic terminations as above. 
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Finally, the constant PAE contours shown in Figure 7a 
and 7b allow the reader to compare the results  obtained 
using respectively the proposed “real-time” technique 
and a traditional open-loop load-pull technique with the 
same PAVS and loading conditions. The excellent agree-
ment between the two methods indicates that the much 
higher measurement speed of the new approach does 
not negatively affect the achievable accuracy.

V. Conclusions 

A simple but effective mixed-signal approach for 
“realtime” load-pull parameters sweeps has been 
presented. This technique exploits the unique capability 
of the setup to freely define the (coherent) signals that 
are offered to the DUT to create the desired drive and 
loading conditions. This allows a full-control of the load 
and source terminations presented to the device, both 
at fundamental and harmonics frequencies, as well as 
of the input power injected into the DUT. By using a 
sequence of multiple sinusoidal time-segments with 
different amplitude and phase information, fast and 
accurate multidimensional parameters sweeps can be 
performed, which dramatically speed up the PA design 
flow. 

The capabilities of the system have been demonstrated 
by characterizing a NXP Gen 6 LDMOS device with 
simultaneous swept input power, fundamental load and 
2nd harmonic load and source terminations, while at the 
same time keeping the source fundamental terminations 
fixed to their user pre-defined values. The measured 
results have been compared to the ones obtained with 
a traditional open-loop load-pull system showing 
excellent agreement.  

A single measurement which consists of more than five 
thousand measurement points, as the one shown above, 
only takes a fraction of a second. When including the 
iterations needed to reach the final, user pre-defined, 
fundamental and For this latter case, the measured 
PAE as a function of PL 2nd harmonic source and load 
matching conditions the total time is below 5 minutes. 
This time span, which can be reduced even further by 
optimizing the software for speed, is at least two orders 
of magnitude faster than using a conventional load-pull 
approach. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of load-pull PAE contours with swept 
fundamental load terminations (PAVS=11 dBm), the source 
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terminations are set to open circuit. (a) proposed technique, 
(b) traditional technique. 
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